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ABSTRACT 

 

Wind atlases are interactive databases used extensively for preliminary wind resource assessment 

aimed at optimal wind power development. The selection and processing of wind atlas data are 

important and will determine the quality of the subsequent WRA (Wind Resource Assessment) 

phases. This study aims to compare, process, and interpret different wind atlases in determining 

effective wind resource analysis for 14 different sites in Sweden. The wind atlas data is accessed, 

parsed, and compared using multiple methodologies to ensure a fair comparison. 

 Several variables like wind speed, wind direction, temperature, production values etc. are 

analysed and compared amongst the wind atlas data and the corrected versions of the data is drawn 

out to conclude and determine how well those databases represent the realistic conditions in a forested 

site. The data is also compared and validated with measurement data. 

 The results indicate several layers of insights into the wind resource regime. The preliminary 

results from 14 sites show that New European Wind Atlas (NEWA) and Global Wind Atlas (GWA) 

agreed sufficiently on the subject of the wind conditions for most of the sites. Methodologies like 

downscaling and long-term correction introduced to the wind atlas data provided more insights and 

proved that the database could expand and include more complex wind conditions in the coming 

years. Furthermore, the comparison and analysis of wind atlas data along with measurement data 

revealed that NEWA aligned the most to the actual wind conditions for a site. Several uncertainties 

are considered but more validation and thorough insights in the future could determine and give more 

affirmations to the idea put forward.  

 Further studies could be conducted along with the inclusion of additional layers, variables, 

and databases to the wind atlases. 

 

Keywords: New European Wind Atlas, Global Wind Atlas, Swedish Wind Atlas, WRF, MIUU, 

reanalysis data 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION  

 

Wind resource assessment (WRA) is one of the prominent aspects to identify and process sites for a 

wind power development project. One of the initial and vital characteristics of WRA is the 

preliminary scouting for a potential site. For the scouting and siting, precise determination of wind 

climatologies must be considered. For wind power projects in the greenfield phase, climatology data 

exploration can be demanding and complex. For this reason, datasets that shed light on preliminary 

WRA insights are beneficial for effective wind power development. Several of these publicly 

available datasets are in the form of wind atlases. 

Wind atlases are defined as databases, in the form of interactive maps, consisting of wind 

speed and directional statistics at several heights within the planetary boundary layer (PBL). They 

have been created for different regions of the planet to help with the WRA for wind power production 

as well as to aid other human activities that benefit from the knowledge of wind behaviour (Hahmann 

et al., 2020). Wind atlases can range from a local region with a distance of several kilometres, to 

countries and continents, to the whole planet. Some of the major types of wind atlases that are 

explored in this thesis are the Global Wind Atlas (GWA), New European Wind Atlas (NEWA), and 

Swedish Wind Atlas (SWA) which incorporates the mesoscale MIUU model from Uppsala 

University. 

Data from these kinds of wind atlases that are spatially parsed could be used to process long-

term corrected data at any given geographical coordinate. These data are so accurate that they are 

often used as virtual met masts (VMM) (Orhan & Ahmet, 2014). 

 

1.1 Objectives 

 

This thesis employs a comparative study on different wind atlases to conclude on the general methods 

and dispersion of WRA results in multiple onshore sites. The sites considered are clustered around 

central Sweden and consist of simple terrain. Almost all of the sites are densely forested with 

coniferous trees. Several variables are processed from the three wind atlases to determine how well 

these data represent the actual wind conditions in the sites. Additionally, the wind atlas results are 

validated with available measurement data from a meteorological mast and the results are recorded. 

The outcomes inferred by the comparative study intend to answer the following research questions: 

 

• Are the publicly available wind atlas data enough for the wind prospecting and siting of 

greenfield projects? 
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• What are the different implications of wind atlases for estimating wind resource of a forested 

area? 

 

• Which wind atlas aligns the most with the actual measurement data?  

 

The scope of this study pertains to investigations conducted only at 14 sites in Sweden. So, results 

cannot be regarded as a representation for all the areas covered by the wind atlases. It is also beyond 

the scope of this study to provide insights for all the available variables mentioned in the atlas 

databases. However, the scope of this study could bring in more understanding of how the wind 

conditions in forested sites could behave and its degree of representation pertaining to the wind 

atlases. This preliminary study could factor in a general understanding of how databases like wind 

atlases could be accessed and manipulated for the general public, stakeholders, and wind power 

enthusiasts.  

  

The following Chapter 2 gives a walkthrough of the major literature influences on which the main 

aspect of the thesis is built. This chapter also focuses on the tools and software used to implement the 

data processing. Chapter 3 introduces the materials and methods, exploring deep on the data 

collection, preparation, and the methodology frameworks. Chapter 4 elaborates the results and the 

takeaway points while Chapter 5 discusses the findings and uncertainties related to it. Finally, Chapter 

6 concludes with the scope for future extensions and research works.  
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The literature review follows a path through the history and background of different wind atlases, 

followed by a general description underlying the major concepts of the comparative study. The 

section concludes with  a section comprising an outline of the main atlases used and their entailing 

concepts.  

  

2.1 History and Background 

 

In 1989, the European Wind Atlas (EWA) was released, that offered the first public source of wind 

climatology data and covered the whole of Europe in a standardized approach (Troen & Lundtang 

Petersen, 1989). The EWA was based on data from around 200 meteorological stations, taken every 

three hours over 10 years. EWA used the wind atlas method, a so-called collection of statistical 

models utilizing the Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program (WAsP) software package, which 

used the transfer of wind statistics from one location to other based on surface characteristics (Frank 

et al., 2001).  

The EWA, which was developed using a linearized method, is now more than 30 years old 

and has limited practicality. The spatial resolution is considered to be very coarse, and it does not 

provide a time series of the necessary variables (Troen & Lundtang Petersen, 1989). So, it can be 

concluded that the EWA has limited applicability when considering recent climatologies and complex 

terrain.   

Currently, numerous wind atlases are produced for different countries, continents, as well as 

for specific offshore regions. Most of these atlases follow mesoscale model simulations that derive the 

output either via sampling recurrent atmospheric states or by employing long-term simulations with 

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. Most of the recent versions rely on the latter approach 

due to its high resolution and easier access (Hahmann et al., 2020). 

 

2.2 Previous Works in the Field 

The previous works for analysing and processing wind atlases started by leaning on the concept of 

wind atlas modelling which has been discussed by the 1989 DTU publication- European Wind Atlas 

(Troen & Lundtang Petersen, 1989). This was the first major literature addressing the wind atlas 

modelling and analysis of wind climatology of a site. The concept builds upon a set of models mainly 

concentrated on a time-series approach for the correction of measured wind data. This was in turn 

analysed, and further processed in terms of the wind frequency distributions. The subsequent 

transformation of time-series data brought in applications beyond the purpose of developing an atlas 

(Troen & Lundtang Petersen, 1989). 
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  This model composed of a large set of sub models utilizing measured wind data, 

topographical data, terrain roughness, sheltering hills and obstacles to construct a regional wind 

climatology in the form of Weibull parameters relevant to standard conditions. So, this model could 

have been used to check the calculated regional statistics that was also used as the primary siting tool 

to the user (Troen & Lundtang Petersen, 1989). It can be argued that this work served as a backbone 

to every other wind atlas analysis research. 

 Meanwhile, other forms of analysing wind climatology data to produce wind atlas databases 

were gaining popularity. A major methodology was to lean onto statistical sampling of data instead of 

relying on time-series framework. Special conditions in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) were 

considered and given more importance as the years progressed. Atlases employing more complex 

simulations and statistical sampling methodologies representing all the weather conditions were 

studied (Söderberg & Bergström, 2008). Ideally, this could be attained but would have accounted for 

tonnes of huge simulations. So, the parameters of high importance were analysed and weighted to 

attain the accurate conditions. This method is followed to the newer wind atlas variations to an extent. 

 Reanalysis data which will be explained more in the following section serves as the 

foundation to the newer versions of wind atlases. The problem with relying only on reanalysis data is 

the omission of small-scale variability of wind. So, datasets are combined together to result in a 

collective and regulated wind climatology. This was researched in DTU as a part of the Global Wind 

Atlas project (Badger et al., 2015). The newer version of wind atlases employs processing of 

topographic datasets, medium scale description of wind conditions, and extensive complex calculation 

platforms.         

   

 

2.3 Reanalysis data 

 

The reanalysis data are  referred to as an optimized gridded description of the atmosphere over a large 

time frame (Hallgren et al., 2020). Advances on atmospheric reanalyses have offered sophisticated 

data with high resolution that made forecast models more accurate (Hersbach et al., 2020). Usually, it 

is the reanalysis data that serves as a foundation for the mesoscale analysis of a wind atlas (Kalnay et 

al., 1996). Several reanalysis data are compared accompanied by observations so, it is possible to 

predict the meteorological conditions of a given development site. 

 

The two main types of reanalysis data used by the wind atlases for this comparative study are as 

follows: 

• ERA5 
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The ECMWF Reanalysis 5th Generation or ERA5 is the latest version of the series of global 

reanalysis data developed by the European Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF). It uses a 10-member ensemble 4D-Var data assimilation with ECMWF’s 

Integrated Forecasting System (IFS). The data consists of hourly analysis from 1979 to the 

present and is a collection of several short forecasts. When complete, it is said to provide data 

records from 1950 to the present day (Hallgren et al., 2020). 

The analysis and data collection depend heavily on the surface layers and surface 

roughness. This, in turn, hinges mainly on the vegetation type, snow and forest cover. In the 

surface layer, the turbulence diffusion system is based on the Monin-Obukhov Similarity 

Theory (MOST) (Hallgren et al., 2020). With a significant increase in data resolution as well 

as the benefit of long-term data developments, the ERA5 provides an enhanced set of output 

parameters and uncertainty information. Another attractive aspect of ERA5 is that the data is 

dynamic and updated in real time. A preliminary analysis of data is available within 5 days of 

real-time, which is replaced by more comprehensively checked final data a few months later 

(Hersbach et al., 2020). This increases the reliability and range of the analysis. ERA5 

reanalysis data is used as a base for GWA as well as NEWA. 

• NCEP/NCAR 

The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset is the result of the collaboration between The National 

Centres for Environment Prediction (NCEP) and National Centre for Atmospheric Research 

(NCAR) that began in 1991 as an extension of the Climate Data Assimilation System Project 

(CDAS) by the US. Initially, it was a 40-year reanalysis dataset used for the recovery of land 

surfaces, ships, aircraft, satellite, and other subsequent data. Since then, it has evolved, 

assimilated and quality checked for a period from 1957-1996 (Kalnay et al., 1996). Right 

now, the production of data has gone back to 1948 and is extended forward to the present. It 

uses a frozen global data assimilation system with over 80 variables on several different 

coordinate systems (National Centers for Environmental Prediction, National Weather 

Service, NOAA, 1994). 

 

The NCEP/NCAR data are structured and archived in different subgroups where some 

specific time periods are analysed multiple times for special research purposes. The dataset is 

kept current using near real-time observations. NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data has been used as 

a basis for the MIUU model that is used in the SWA. 

 

The following table provides a rough comparison of the two reanalysis methods. 
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Table 1: ERA5-NCEP/NCAR reanalysis method comparison 

  ERA5 NCEP/NCAR 

Period Covered 1950-Present 1948-Present 

Production Period 2016- Real time  1991- Real time 

Assimilation System IFS Cycle 41r2 4D-

Var 

CDAS 

Spatial Resolution 31 Km horizontally 

137 levels vertically 

209 Km horizontally 

28 levels vertically 

Temporal Resolution Hourly 6 Hourly 

2.4 Modelling 

This subsection follows the major meteorological models and different types of modelling procedures. 

Considering wind atlases, the modelling procedure acts as a fundamental building blocks of the whole 

atlas analysis process. 

2.4.1 Mesoscale Modelling 

Mesoscale meteorological models commonly applied for wind energy resource estimation are 

essentially numerical weather prediction models that discretize the fluid domain and solve primitive 

equations (i.e., fundamental equations of atmospheric dynamics). These models describe the time 

evolution of the atmosphere in three dimensions in terms of temperature, pressure, humidity, etc. 

Mesoscale modelling has the advantage in terms of wind resource estimation that it does not require 

local on-site meteorological data; it can be applied even in moderately complex terrain and for 

offshore and can be run (assuming sufficient computational resources are available) at a resolution 

down to approximately 1 km.  

• Numerical Weather Prediction Model 

 

Numerical Weather Prediction models are a specific type of models that integrates the information 

regarding the outer scale geophysical variability through evolving boundary conditions. It combines 

observations to predict the flow characteristics of the current state of the atmosphere. The model 

embodies the physics of the atmosphere, surface parameters, moist convection physics, and effects of 

radiation to gain insights on the flow parameters and to forecast weather (Zajaczkowski et al., 2011). 

Although the NWP captures the physics of the atmosphere to a great extent, it fails to factor in 

turbulence features that are finer than 1 km. Usually, CFD models are relied on such conditions. 
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• Weather Research and Forecast Model 

 

The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is a recent mesoscale NWP model designed for 

both atmospheric research and operational forecasting applications. It features two dynamical cores, a 

data assimilation system, and a software architecture supporting parallel computation and system 

extensibility. The model serves a wide range of meteorological applications across scales from tens of 

meters to thousands of kilometres. 

Mathematically, WRF can be expressed as an 𝜂 −coordinate based Eulerian model that is 

fully compressible, non-hydrostatic, and nestable, that highlights and prioritizes the physical aspects 

of the atmosphere. Instead of using a conventional cartesian coordinate system, WRF uses a vertical 

coordinate system (Orhan & Ahmet, 2014), 𝜂, that is defined as:  

𝜂 =
𝑝−𝑝ℎ𝑡

𝑝∗
 Eq 1 

Where pressure perturbation 𝑝 ∗ is given by: 

𝑝 ∗= 𝑝ℎ𝑠 − 𝑝ℎ𝑡 Eq 2 

 

Where 𝑝 is pressure, 𝑝ℎ𝑠 is the pressure at the surface and  𝑝ℎ𝑡  is the pressure at the top of the model. 

From the equations, it can be inferred that WRF creates simulations based on actual 

atmospheric conditions or from idealized analyses. WRF offers operational forecasting a flexible and 

computationally efficient platform while reflecting recent advances in physics, numerics, and data 

incorporation. WRF is currently in operational use at NCEP and other national meteorological centres 

as well as in real-time forecasting configurations at laboratories, universities, and companies. Wind 

atlases that employ numerical weather prediction analysis generally rely on WRF models as it is a 

widely used standard with reliable and open-access data. The wind atlases NEWA as well as GWA 

both use a mesoscale model based on WRF, but the versions are different. 

 

• Types of Mesoscale Modelling  

 

In order to construct wind atlases, there are different ways of modelling and integrating the wind 

fields or climatology which is very important. The two main methods of mesoscale modelling for 

constructing a wind atlas are by: 

 

• Modelling Time Series 

• Statistical Sampling 
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The time series modelling is relatively a brute force way of modelling weather for a very long time 

and subsequent averaging is performed to derive conclusions (Bergström, 2013).  

An advantage of modelling time series is the ability to directly compare the model with actual 

observed measurements. It is also possible to pinpoint and extract wind data at any desired moment in 

time. However, the winds change over the years and modelling must be done for a very long time, 

usually 30 years, to get a good measure of wind and climatology. So, it is time-consuming and will 

use a lot of resources which accounts for the disadvantages of the time series modelling. Instead of 

modelling for a very long time, there is a possibility of long-term correcting the shorter time series 

data to compare and validate with actual measurements in the site (Bergström, 2013). 

The statistical sampling is done by modelling specific conditions and then averaging it 

without relying on a time series. For this methodology, the results directly provide the wind climate. 

So, there is no need of post-processing the result data like time series modelling. This method is also 

computationally effective which means that the resolution of the model is high. For the same given 

computational resource, the statistical sampling could provide data in 100m resolution where the time 

series provide 3km resolution of data (Bergström, 2013). On the other hand, the statistical sampling 

do not provide time series, so comparison with measurement data can only be carried out by 

averaging the measurements (ESMAP, 2014). 

As given in Figure 1, the wind atlases that use the model time series are the GWA and NEWA 

whereas the SWA utilizes statistical sampling. 

Figure 1: Mesoscale modelling methods for creation of wind atlases. 
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2.4.2 Microscale Downscaling 

The newer wind atlases like GWA and NEWA employs microscale modelling in addition to the 

mesoscale simulations. The microscale modelling methods are capable of simulating details of flow 

around terrain, settling fine scale turbulence and explicitly representing interactions with a finer 

resolution. The mesoscale-microscale coupling has been one of the most promising approach to model 

wind so that it combines the advantages of both the models. One of the most important aspects of 

meso-micro coupling is the linkage of models going from large to small case. This is called 

downscaling of a model. For wind atlases like GWA and NEWA, the mesoscale model is downscaled 

to microscale model (Badger et al., 2012). The downscaling method is conceptually similar to 

removing the coarse effects from mesoscale model in order to accommodate the finer terrain 

conditions in a small area. 

 While applying the local microscale terrain effects in the downscaling process, a situation 

arises where high values of microscale model add with high values of mesoscale model. This will in 

turn create a huge value at several conditions and the climatology is overestimated. While 

downscaling, the removal of mesoscale effects takes place, so that they are not double counted when 

coupling to a microscale model. This procedure is called generalization (Andrea et al., 2013). Both 

GWA and NEWA utilizes generalization so the wind climatologies are efficient and accurate to some 

extent.  

 

2.5 Wind Atlases 

This subsection introduces the main wind atlases investigated in this study. The section goes through 

the origins, methodology, processing, and application of the three wind atlases.  

2.5.1 New European Wind Atlas 

 

The wind pattern of Europe is characterised by various complex factors, namely the large temperature 

difference between the Polar and the Subtropical air; the distribution of land and sea with the Atlantic 

Ocean to the west, Asia to the east and the Mediterranean Sea and Africa to the south; and the major 

orographic barriers such as the Alps, the Pyrenees and the Scandinavian mountain chain (Troen & 

Figure 2: NEWA Methodology 
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Lundtang Petersen, 1989).  

This created a requirement for a database to gain insights into the wind development in the 

continent to represent the terrain changes and constraints as realistic as possible.  

The New European Wind Atlas project was initiated in 2013 as a 4-year research project 

when a team of 30 people from eight European countries collaborated to form a consortium (Figure 

3). Their aim was to create a state-of-the-art wind database to provide reliable siting and wind 

resource awareness (Badger et al., 2018).   

NEWA follows the NWP approach and provides a unified publicly available dataset of wind 

resource parameters covering all of Europe and Turkey. The wind atlas is based on 30 years of 

mesoscale model simulations with the WRF model (Hahmann et al., 2020) at 3 km x 3 km spatial and 

30 min temporal resolution at seven vertical heights. The first part of the NEWA study consisted of 

many sensitivity experiments obtained from mast data that were documented for the WRF simulation. 

The latest version of the WRF is 3.8.1 which is a slightly modified version with changes in the 

Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino (MYNN) PBL system. Additionally, a Makkonen icing model is 

added into the WRF model code to estimate icing risk for the wind turbines (Dörenkämper et al., 

2020). The NEWA methodology is given in Figure 2.  

The areas in Europe which is to be covered by the NEWA were divided into 10 independent 

computational domains which were simulated separately. The production simulation was conducted 

between August 2018 and March 2019 on MareNostrum 4 supercomputer which was operated in 

Barcelona. The final mesoscale section of the wind atlas was created by combining the results from 

individual mesoscale domains that required about 35 million computational hours and consisted of a 

total of 160 TB volume (Dörenkämper et al., 2020). This mesoscale dataset includes atmospheric and 

Figure 3: NEWA Consortium composing 8 countries and 10 funding agencies. Source: 

(Badger et al., 2018) 
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surface time series derived from WRF model simulations for 30 years, with half-hourly time 

resolution, and 3 km horizontal resolution. This dataset is available for public use.  

Additionally, the NEWA incorporates microscale modelling using the method called 

downscaling. A typical mesoscale model with a horizontal resolution of 3 km might not successfully 

capture the local flow features and variations in surface roughness and orography. These features are 

really important when predicting wind climate for a given site. So, downscaling the climatologies 

which are derived from WRF could provide more precise data, especially in the case of complex 

terrain. For NEWA, the WAsP microscale model is used to downscale the meso data. 

Using a linearized flow model like WAsP is generally desired as it accounts for high-

resolution topography and is computationally efficient. The core principle of WAsP methodology is to 

estimate climatology at a site by both horizontal and vertical extrapolations from a reference point 

(Dörenkämper et al., 2020).  

The microscale model section of NEWA provides mean wind speed and power density at 

three different heights (50, 100 and 150 m) with a horizontal resolution of 50 m. The process was 

conducted on a high-performance computing system at DTU, Denmark (NEWA, n.d.). This NEWA 

microscale dataset is not available to the public as of 2021. For this comparative study, only the 

mesoscale dataset from NEWA is downloaded and used for post-processing. These mesoscale data 

can be downloaded as time-series data via the OpenDAP protocol using Python. 

The limitations of NEWA include model errors during downscaling which is related to 

roughness and orographic complexity. As the complexity of the terrain increases, the downscaling and 

WAsP incorporation result in the overestimation of variable values.  

Figure 4:NEWA interactive map environment. Source:(NEWA, n.d) 
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Figure 4 shows the interactive webpage of NEWA, integrating multiple layers where both 

mesoscale and microscale data can be viewed. These layers consist of values of several variables such 

as PD, WS, air temperature, air density, humidity at different heights. Several characteristics of the 

sites such as vertical profile, Weibull curve and wind rose etc. can be downloaded while other 

statistical information can only be viewed. 

2.5.2 Global Wind Atlas 

The Global Wind Atlas is the product of a partnership between the World Bank Group (a consortium 

consisting of the World Bank and International Finance Corporation) and the Department of Wind 

Energy at Technical University of Denmark (DTU Wind Energy). The project was funded by a multi-

donor trust fund administered by the World Bank- The Energy Sector Management Assistance 

Programme (ESMAP). The previous versions of GWA were developed by DTU under the framework 

of the Clean Energy Ministerial (CEM) (Global Wind Atlas, n.d.). 

 

The GWA database consists of large scale global meteorological datasets that have global 

coverage and account for high resolution and micro terrain effects. The inclusion of GWA enhances 

the role of wind energy development in a global canvas. This global methodology primarily consists 

of reanalysis datasets which are downscaled to a high-resolution wind resource output that is fed into 

a generalization step along with employing the microscale modelling using the WAsP software 

(Global Wind Atlas, n.d.). Proper surface elevation and roughness levels derived from global surface 

elevation and land cover datasets are administered for a successful downscaling procedure (Badger et 

al., 2015). 

The GWA dataset has the horizontal resolution of 250 m grid spacing and gives output in 

multiple heights from 10, 50, 100, 150 and 200 m above ground level. The GWA has also an offshore 

coverage of 200 km from the shoreline. The large-scale wind climate data is provided by atmospheric 

Figure 5:Global Wind Atlas Methodology 
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reanalysis data, similar to NEWA, which is the ERA5 dataset from the ECMWF. The horizontal 

resolution of the reanalysis data has a grid spacing of approximately 30 km and the simulation period 

is from 2008-2017. This data is utilized to force the WRF mesoscale modelling with 3 km horizontal 

resolution. (Global Wind Atlas, 2020). 

After this step, the dataset is downscaled just like NEWA using WAsP methodology. Unlike 

NEWA, the modelling and downscaling is done all over the world except polar regions and far 

offshore. The WAsP calculation process for local wind climates is carried out for every 250 m at the 

same five heights(Global Wind Atlas, 2020). During the downscaling process of coupling the 

mesoscale and microscale data, several data must be omitted from the mesoscale results as the effects 

which have a similar scale to microscale could be considered twice and could end up in the final 

result. This is also similar to NEWA and is called the generalization process (Badger et al., 2015). The 

GWA methodology is depicted in Figure 5. 

The WAsP module used for downscaling employs flow models for determining the 

orography, roughness and roughness change characteristics. The latest version of the GWA combined 

the NASA Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) elevation data with the digital elevation model 

(DEM) from Viewfinder Panoramas. The GWA does not consider obstacle effects even though the 

WAsP module offers the service. WAsP uses the BZ- model to calculate the orographic speed up and 

other subsequent characteristics of flow models(Badger et al., 2015).   

The calculation system used for the GWA is termed Frogfoot. It has been developed in 

association with the software development company World in a Box. The motivation for the 

development of Frogfoot is to allow high-resolution WAsP-like calculations of predicted wind 

climates to be made over large areas, using a multitude of generalized wind climates. The Frogfoot 

system employs the same flow modelling as WAsP(Badger et al., 2015). Unlike the present WAsP, 

Figure 6:Interactive map environment of GWA. Source: (Global Wind Atlas, n.d) 
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the terrain description can be input using raster maps, rather than vector maps. This is convenient for 

the GWA calculation because, typically, the global topographical data is in raster formats. This also 

comes into play as it is easier to post-process and download data as GIS (Geospatial Information 

System) layers. The interactive webpage of GWA is given in Figure 6. 

The limitations of GWA are somewhat similar to NEWA. Both the mesoscale and microscale 

models could introduce uncertainties and errors. Uncertainties associated with the mesoscale 

modelling include ambiguities related to large scale forcing and sampling, model grid size, description 

of the surface characteristics, model spin-up, simulation time and modelling domain size. In the case 

of microscale modelling, the orographic flow model within WAsP, the surface description and 

departures from the reference wind profile could bring about uncertainties. Concerning the orographic 

flow model, the model behaves well when the surrounding terrain is sufficiently gentle and smooth to 

ensure mostly attached flows. 

 

2.5.3 Swedish Wind Atlas 

 

Preliminary investigations of the wind resource regime in Sweden revealed that more than half of 

Sweden consists of forests and complex terrain. Adding to that, the importance of mountain areas and 

abruptly changing wind patterns deems it necessary to depend on a carefully designed terrain 

influenced model domain.  

The Swedish Wind Atlas is an integrated interactive database that offers wind resource and 

siting observations in Sweden. It is based on the Meteorological Institute Uppsala University (MIUU) 

model that is a hydrostatic, non-linear mesoscale model with climatological relevant simulations and 

Figure 7: SWA Methodology 
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terrain backing coordinates (Söderberg & Bergström, 2008). It was developed by the former 

Department of Meteorology at Uppsala University and is a three-dimensional mesoscale model with 

prognostic equations used to predict variables like wind speed, temperature, humidity ad turbulent 

kinetic energy (TKE). It can be said that the MIUU model follows a coordinate system that is terrain-

influenced. It means that the model follows the terrain close to the surface and gradually takes notice 

of the ABL conditions as the height goes up (Olauson et al., 2015). The horizontal resolution of the 

MIUU model is 1km2. In the case of vertical, 29 grid points were utilized with the first one is at the 

height of roughness length. To gain higher resolution close to the surface, the vertical grid points are 

logarithmically spaced with 8 computational levels up to 100m in height. From 100m to roughly 

10000m height, the grid points traverse a linearly spaced pattern (Olauson et al., 2015). The SWA 

methodology is graphically represented in Figure 7.  

The method to simulate the climatological wind fields in the MIUU model comprises of 

statistical analysis with the 192 cases of sampling. The cases in the MIUU model represents an overall 

of four seasons with 3 strengths (low, medium, and high wind speed) and 16 directions of the 

geostrophic wind. Each of the simulated cases was made over a daily cycle. The geostrophic winds 

that are derived from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data are weighted together with the modelled result 

to analyse the influence of geographic variation in the geostrophic winds (Söderberg & Bergström, 

2008). It is important to include simulations with multiple geostrophic wind conditions. This is 

because for low geostrophic winds, there will be high thermal stability variations and thermal stability 

Figure 8: Swedish Wind Atlas with MIUU modelling. Source: (Energimyndigheten, n.d.) 
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variations must be considered for a realistic model. So that is why, model simulations with three 

values of geostrophic wind speeds (4, 9 and 14 m/s) are considered for 16 wind directions. These 

specific values are considered as they are more representative in the Scandinavian area. This also 

accounts for topographical and coastline flow alterations. For the 4 seasons, specific months that 

altogether represent annual variations are considered (usually January, April, July, and October). 

Summing up all the constraints mentioned above, 192 simulations are run with each simulation taking 

a 30 hour time period (Söderberg & Bergström, 2008). All the simulations are finally weighed 

together as linear weighing and monthly distributions are determined for 16 wind directions using 1 

m/s geostrophic wind bins and the climatological average of each month is determined. 

 

Mathematically, the climatological average wind speed for a given month is represented by: 

 

 

𝑈𝐶𝐿𝐼𝑀(𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ) = ∑ [∑ 𝑈4. 𝑊4(𝑖). 𝑓𝑢(𝑖) +

7

𝑖=1

∑ 𝑈9. 𝑊9(𝑖). 𝑓𝑢(𝑖) +

13

𝑖=8

∑ 𝑈14. 𝑊14(𝑖). 𝑓𝑢(𝑖)

50

𝑖=14

]

16

𝑗=1

. 𝑓𝑤𝑑(𝑗) 

 Eq 3 

Where,  

𝑈𝑚 = modelled wind for 3 geostrophic wind speeds (m = 4,9 and 14 m/s) 

𝑊𝑔 = weighing factor for geostrophic wind speeds (g = 4,9 and 14 m/s) 

𝑓𝑢 = probability for geostrophic wind speed (1 m/s bins) for each geostrophic wind direction 

𝑓𝑤𝑑 = probability for geostrophic wind direction (16 sectors) 

Now, the annual wind speed is calculated by weighting the four individual months 

collectively (Söderberg & Bergström, 2008). So, it is evident that the MIUU model does not use any 

local wind measurements as input. In this case validation with wind observations are preferred.  

 

The results have been compared with wind observations multiple times as a validation; 84 

sites at first in 2008 (Söderberg & Bergström, 2008) and with 128 measurement stations of Swedish 

Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) in 2015 and the subsequent results were recorded 

with a correlation coefficient of 0.975 (Olauson et al., 2015). The MIUU modelling method is 

explained graphically by Figure 9. 
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The model results of MIUU are publicly available from the Swedish Energy Agency Website. 

It is available as an interactive wind atlas like GWA and NEWA from the Vindbrukskollen website 

which is a collective initiative of the Swedish Energy Agency and Sweden’s County Administrative 

boards (Energimyndigheten, n.d.)(Figure 8). The data can also be downloaded from the Swedish 

Energy Agency website as GIS shapefiles.  

The main limitation of the MIUU is that there is a lack of time series unlike other wind atlases 

so comparison must be conducted with average variables of MIUU. This makes it difficult to compare 

with other wind atlases.   

  

Figure 9: The MIUU- method for modelling wind climate.  
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CHAPTER 3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

This chapter deals with the different case studies, the sites considered, data access methods and the 

overall methodological framework of the thesis. 

  

3.1 Site Description 

 

In this comparative study, a total of 14 different sites are considered which is a part of development 

projects in the greenfield phase by the Swedish wind developer Zephyr AB. The sites have a relatively 

simple terrain, and the vegetation is primarily characterized by forests. Most of the sites are clustered 

around central-southern Sweden. 

 

Initial scouting and prospecting of turbine locations are being carried out and permitting 

processes for some of the sites are ongoing at the time of writing. For this reason, the exact 

geographical coordinates of the sites are anonymized. Figure 10 shows the approximate locations of 

the sites considered for this comparative study. Throughout this document, the sites are given 

numbers instead of names and are processed accordingly. The municipalities of the sites are given 

below in Table 2. 

 

Figure 10: Approximate location of the sites. 
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Table 2: Sites considered and their municipalities 

Site number Municipality 

1 Borås 

2 Tranemo 

3 Vårgårda 

4 Tanum 

5 Tanum 

6 Smedjebacken 

7 Torsby 

8 Strömstad 

9 Hylte 

10 Askersund 

11 Alingsås 

12 Eda 

13 Filipstad 

14 Årjäng 

 

 

The land-use categories of most of the sites are 14 that corresponds to evergreen needle leaf 

forests. Most of the sites has a simple terrain and the elevation of the sites generally ranges from 100 

to 300 m with only one site crossing 500 m. Almost half of the sites are near shore. Overall roughness 

length varies from 0.1 to 1.5 m.  

For the insights regarding power production, a single turbine is considered as a representation 

in all the sites. This is because to avoid the effects such as wakes to interact with the model and for 

computational simplicity. The turbine considered is Siemens Gamesa 170 6.2 MW with a hub height 

of 165 m as it offers the highest rated power amongst onshore turbines. The cut-in, cut-out and 

nominal velocity are 3 m/s, 25 m/s and 8 m/s respectively. The power curve of SG 170 6.2 MW is 

given in APPENDIX A.    

3.1.1 Repowering  

Among the 14 sites, the development in site 8 at Strömstad municipality is a repowering 

project. The site consists of simple terrain with an approximate elevation of 150 m and a roughness 

length of 0.5 m. For this thesis, the measurement campaign data of the old project conducted in 2010-

2011 is used to validate all the three wind atlas data. The measurement campaign conducted for the 
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first project comprised of a single lattice meteorological mast with measurement sensors at 60 m, 80 

m, 98 m, and 100 m height measuring for 18 months.  

3.2 Data Sources and Tools 

The different sources of data and its formats along with the description of tools are depicted in this 

subsection. The two main data types acquired are from the wind atlases for comparison and the 

measurement data for validation. The main tools used to access data are WindPRO, Python and 

ArcGIS Pro. 

3.2.1 Wind Atlas Data 

The three wind atlases considered for this comparative study are very diverse. The data types, 

variables, downloading methods etc must be approached distinctively. The main data types and 

modelling method applicable for the three wind atlases are given in Table 3. 

 

Table 3:Modelling classification of the wind atlases 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The major data specifications for each atlas are given below: 

 

• NEWA: The NEWA data uses both mesoscale and microscale modelling to determine wind 

resources, but only mesoscale data is available to download and analyse as of now. The data 

can be downloaded as a time series which increases the functionality of the data. This time 

series can be imported into any modelling softwares to change, filter, extrapolate, or long 

term correct that gives more flexibility. Some of the main variables that are available to 

download are wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD), turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), and 

temperature (T). Other variables are also available on the website, but it is outside the scope 

of this thesis. NEWA website provides these variables at 10, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 

500 m heights but any desirable height can be interpolated by the user as long as their code 

Atlas Reanalysis Mesoscale  Microscale  

    Model Horizontal 

resolution 

Model Horizontal 

resolution 

NEWA ERA5 WRF 3 km  - - 

GWA ERA5 WRF 3 km WAsP 250 m 

SWA NCEP/NCAR MIUU 1 km  - - 
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allows it. The time frame available to download is a maximum of 10 years. Additionally, 

roughness length and elevation are also accessible from NEWA. 

   

• GWA: The GWA data available to the public consists of final data which has been processed 

from mesoscale to microscale data that is downscaled and generalized. Data cannot be 

accessed as a time series and only an array of average values are available to download in the 

file formats of JSON and CSV files. Additionally, a generalised wind climate is also available 

from GWA. The variables available to download are wind speed (WS), wind direction (WD) 

and power density (PD). The time frame of data available to download is 10 years. By 

inputting power curve values of the desired wind turbine, Annual Energy Production (AEP) 

and capacity factor (CF) can be calculated on the GWA website and can be downloaded as 

TIF files as shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

• MIUU for SWA: The MIUU data is entirely different from the other two wind atlases. As it 

employs statistical modelling, the data available is only the average wind speed of regions as 

GIS shapefiles. The shapefiles are polygonal tiles that specify a single wind speed spanning 

over a small region (Figure 12). The data is extended over 30 years with heights available 

Figure 11: Energy Yield calculator module in GWA website. Source:(Global Wind Atlas, n.d) 
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from 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, and 140. This statistical sampling version came out in 2011. 

More details of wind atlas outputs are given in Table 4.   

 

 

Table 4: Details of the output from wind atlases 

Wind Atlas Time resolution Variables File Type 

NEWA 2009-2018 (10 years) WS, WD, TKE, T wget shell script 

(.SH), netCDF (.nc) 

GWA 2008-2017 (10 years) WS, WD, PD .TIF, .JSON, .CSV, 

.GWC 

SWA 30 years WS GIS Shapefiles (.SHP) 

 

3.2.2 Measurement Data 

The measurement data considered is from the initial development of site 8 that had been done on 

2010-2011. The site provided a steady production of wind power for almost a decade and is now 

considered for repowering.  

The measurement campaign conducted for the initial development of site 8 consisted of a 

lattice met mast with a total height of 100 m. The measurement sensors consisted of 4 heated cup 

anemometers and 2 heated wind vanes with additional components like solar panels, obstruction 

Figure 12: Imported square tiles inside the boundary of Sweden. The part where tiles are absent 

is Norway. 
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lights, GSM antennas and a shelter box for data loggers. As mentioned earlier, the heights of the 

anemometers were at 60 m, 80 m, 98 m, and 100 m respectively. The three lower anemometers were 

mounted on a boom whereas the highest anemometer is mounted on a spire. The two wind vanes were 

also mounted on a boom opposite to anemometers at 60 m and 98 m. 

 The data constitutes for 18.3 months recorded at 10-minute intervals with a total of 76085 

records. The variables obtained from the measurement data consisted of WS, WD, T, humidity, 

pressure, and air density. In this context, WS and WD is considered. The rest is given in Table 5. 

   

Table 5:Details of met mast data 

Data Time resolution Variables Components 

Met mast 2010-2011 (18.3 

months) 

WS, WD, T, humidity, 

pressure, air density 

Cup anemometer, 

Wind vane, solar 

panels, lights, loggers 

 

3.2.3 Tools 

1 WindPRO 

WindPRO is the industry-leading software suite for the designing and planning of wind farm projects. 

It is developed by the Danish firm EMD International. It is a module-based software suited for project 

design and planning of both single turbines to and large wind farms. WindPRO is based on more than 

25 years of knowledge in the design of user-friendly software tools for wind energy project 

development (EMD International, 2021). 

Figure 13: WindPRO  
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The WindPRO software package consists of multiple modules, each with a specific purpose. 

The user is free to combine the modules according to demand and budget. Additional modules can be 

added as needed. The WindPRO software workspace is depicted in Figure 13. 

The functionalities of WindPRO are but not limited to: representation of terrain of a project 

site, micro-siting, wind data analysis, energy yield assessment, wind farm layout optimization, 

environmental assessment and visualization.  

In this context, WindPRO is used for two major functions. The first one is to analyse and 

downscale the mesoscale data. The second function is to do a long-term correction process. The 

specific modules used for these functions are: 

• Meteo Analyser 

• STATGEN 

• Model: WAsP INTERFACE 

• MCP 2005 

• Model: METEO 

 

The version of WindPRO utilized for this comparative study is WindPRO 3.3. 

2 Python 

Python is a high-level, object-oriented, and structured programming language that is extensively used 

in software development and scientific analyses. It was first released in 1991 by Guido van Rossum 

and from then, python is known as one of the most popular programming languages in the world. It is 

Figure 14: Python in Spyder IDE 
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also one of the handful of open-sourced programming environments available (Python.org, n.d.). 

An integrated development environment (IDE) is a software application that provides 

comprehensive facilities to computer programmers for software development. An IDE normally 

consists of at least a source code editor, build automation tools and a debugger. For the scientific 

python development environment, there is a special IDE designed by and for scientists, engineers, and 

data analysts. It is known as Spyder and it features a unique combination of the advanced editing, 

analysis, debugging, and profiling functionality of a comprehensive development tool with the data 

exploration, interactive execution, deep inspection, and beautiful visualization capabilities of a 

scientific package. Figure 14 shows the Spyder IDE environment powered by python. 

For this comparative study, the programming language is utilized to process, analyse, 

calculate, and plot a range of variables for NEWA and GWA.  

3 ArcGIS Pro 

 

Geospatial (or geographic) Information Systems or GIS is a framework for gathering, managing, and 

analysing spatial data. It is rooted in the science of geography and is used to analyse the raw 

geographic data from the real-world to make it align and interpret with models and softwares to create 

digital information (ESRI, n.d.).  

GIS has numerous applications in engineering, planning, scientific research, management, 

transport/logistics, insurance, telecommunications, and business (Maliene et al., 2011).  

Figure 15: ArcGIS Pro Window (PROGIRA, n.d.) 
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Different sections of GIS include digitization, geoprocessing, cartography, modelling, 

geostatistics, geocoding and web mapping (PROGIRA, n.d.). ArcGIS Pro is desktop GIS software 

developed by ESRI (Environmental Systems Research Institute) headquartered in California, US. 

ArcGIS Pro window is shown in Figure 15. It is one of the latest software released by ESRI and it 

provides an interactive driven user interface and is also backed by Python programming language. For 

this comparative study, the software is utilized to analyse and geoprocess MIUU data for Swedish 

Wind Atlas. This is done by downloading the shapefiles and colour coding the data according to the 

mean wind speed of the square shaped tiles. 

3.3 Methodological Framework 

 

The data resources for this thesis are primarily accessed from 3 main databases, namely New 

European Wind Atlas, Global Wind Atlas and the MIUU database for the Swedish Wind Atlas. The 

framework follows an analysis of individual wind atlases, followed by a combined analysis of 

corrected data and finally validation with the measurement data. The schematic workflow of the data 

is given below in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16: Schematic workflow of wind atlas comparison methodology 
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3.3.1 NEWA Data 

 

The data from NEWA is downloaded by the OpenDAP protocol and can be accessed via a specifically 

coded Python script. Python is used in this context because of its open-source friendly environment. 

The modules and libraries in Python are also easily available and flexible according to the user. Only 

mesoscale data is available to download from NEWA to the public. The coordinates of the desired site 

are fed into the NEWA website and the corresponding NEWA coordinates are extracted as a wget 

shell script file. All the used python modules are given in Table 6. 

Table 6: Python modules used for processing NEWA data  

 

The NEWA coordinates are fed into the code and the 10 years of data (2009-2018) are 

interpolated for heights: 10, 50, 75, 80, 90, 100, 110, 115, 120, 130, 140, 150, 165, 200 and 250 and 

saved as a text file. It takes 14-16 hours to download 10 years of NEWA data. As mentioned earlier, it 

is possible to extrapolate the data for any required heights via Python. Time-series data is also saved 

as a text file with approximately 18000 records or bins of data. Using the wind rose python module, 

the wind rose and Weibull curve for all the heights are plotted. According to the design of the code, it 

is also possible to input power curve values of the desired wind turbine and calculate the AEP and CF 

at hub height in the considered site. Additionally, roughness length values for each site are accessed 

from the python script and tabulated. 

3.3.2 GWA Data 

 

The data from GWA is also accessed via a Python code. The JSON and CSV files with data on wind 

speed, wind speed rose, wind frequency rose, wind power rose, power density, annual data is 

downloaded manually to a folder. The TIFF files from the calculated AEP and CF values are also 

Python modules Function 

netCDF4 Library for creating, accessing and manipulating of array-oriented data 

numPy Library for large computational functions 

Matplotlib Library used for plotting interactive visualizations 

datetime Module to manipulate date and time  

os Provides functions for interacting with the operating system 

glob Defines techniques to match specific patterns 

pandas Library for data manipulation and analysis 

windrose Manage, plot and fit wind data (wind rose and Weibull) 

scipy Library for scientific and technical computing 
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downloaded into the same folder. The folder name must follow the general structure of 

“Sitename_height” for the code to read it successfully. The python modules used to access GWA is 

shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7: Python modules used for processing the GWA data 

Python Modules Function 

pylab Module to bulk import Matplotlib 

math A module that provides access to mathematical functions  

csv A module that gives the ability to parse .csv files 

numpy Library for large computational functions 

PIL Library for opening, manipulating and saving image file formats 

 

The code processes the inputs and the wind speed and direction for the heights 50, 100, 150, 

and 200 are downloaded. For wind speed, the average value for a specific height can be accessed 

while for the direction, the most frequent value is considered. The AEP and CF from the Siemens 

Gamesa turbines via the TIFF files are also processed and saved as a text file. The wind rose for the 

site at specific heights are also coded and plotted as well as roughness length values are accessed in 

the programming language environment. The python script for NEWA and GWA data is given in 

APPENDIX D. 

3.3.3 MIUU Data 

The MIUU data for Swedish Wind Atlas is primarily available as compressed GIS shapefiles that 

could be downloaded and imported into any GIS software.  

For this comparative study, ArcGIS Pro is used to import, modify, process, and export the 

data. The shapefiles of heights 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130 and 140 m are added into the software.  

Figure 17: The square tiles depicting wind speed in a region. The low wind speeds are shown in 

green tiles and higher wind speeds constitute yellow tiles. 
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Figure 18: Swedish Wind Atlas for 100 m height 
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Symbology is then changed according to the wind speed values. This is done by colour 

coding each tile as a multipart colour scheme in accordance with wind speed. After the colour coding, 

the shapefiles will appear as shown in Figure 17. 

To know the windspeed of the desired location the x-y coordinate values are keyed into the 

software and a point feature is created. Then the corresponding tiles are selected by attributes and the 

wind speeds are recorded in excel. With the cartography tools in ArcGIS, it is also possible to design 

and construct a user-defined wind map for the whole of Sweden.  

The constructed Swedish wind atlas map is given on Figure 18. The map gives the wind speed 

values for 100 m height all over Sweden. The coordinate system used is SWEREF99 TM and the 

sources for cartography are obtained from Swedish Energy Agency, ESRI, FAO, NOAA, HERE 

maps, Garmin and USGS. 

 

3.3.4 Downscaled NEWA Data 

 

The GWA data processed is a result of the downscaled mesoscale database. WAsP is employed to 

downscale and convert it into microscale data. So, a comparison of a NEWA (only mesoscale) with 

GWA (mesoscale + microscale) could be not efficient. Therefore, the NEWA data is downscaled 

manually with the help of the WAsP interface in WindPRO. Throughout the analysis, a displacement 

height of 15 m is considered in every WindPRO modules. Figure 19 shows the methodology. 

For this procedure, the site is located in WindPRO, its elevation and roughness lines are 

integrated. The Swedish elevation model: GSD Höjddata, grid 50+ nh is added as height contours 

with 10 m contour separation. The elevation model is produced via Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS).  

Figure 19: NEWA data downscale process via WindPRO 
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As for roughness lines, Corine land cover is utilized with 100 m grid resolution which is 

offered by the European Environment Agency (EEA)(EMD International A/S, 2019). From Figure 21, 

it is evident that the site is heavily forested with coniferous trees. 

 

After setting up the terrain profile as shown in Figure 20, a meteo object is created to input 

the downloaded NEWA time series (.txt) file spanning 10 years into WindPRO. The meteo object 

containing the mesoscale time series data is added to the WindPRO as a mast data type. In the Import 

setup section, the file is added and the Auto Detect feature is initiated. WindPRO can automatically 

detect variables from the time series file but the heights are to be typed in manually. The shear values 

are calculated from the shear matrix. It is mainly used for cases of vertical extrapolation of variables.  

 

Figure 21: Site centre (right) and a single turbine (left) with height contours and roughness lines in 

WindPRO. The black diagonal hatching area portrays coniferous forest according to WindPRO. 

Figure 20: WindPRO terrain profile for one of the sites. 
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The Meteo Analyser is a tool in WindPRO used to post-process or manipulate the data from a 

meteo object. It has several functions such as: 

• Fill missing data 

• Substitute wrong data 

• Cross predict data 

• Construct time series 

• Scale data 

• Remote sensing device verification 

For the scope of this study, only the scale function is used for the downscaling process. The meteo 

object is loaded into the module and a scaled data series is created. Specific scaler types can be 

selected prior to the downscaling process. The different scaler types available in WindPRO (Figure 

22) are: 

• Meso-scale Data Downscaling 

• Measured Data Scaling (WAsP Stability/ A- Parameter) 

• Measured Data Scaling (Neutral Stability/ Raw Flow) 

• User-defined (experimental) 

The scale function used in this context is the Measured Data Scaling (Neutral Stability/ Raw Flow) as 

the NEWA data is an ‘external’ dataset. Meso-scale Data Downscaling is not used here because the 

NEWA data does not provide the required ‘meso terrain’ data. Data types constituting the ‘meso 

terrain’ data can be accessed directly from EMD servers and in that case, the Meso-scale Data 

Downscaling could be used (Cho, 2020). The ‘Neutral stability/ Raw Flow’ is selected as it accounts 

for the micro terrain effects. The final downscaled data is loaded into the same meteo objects for 

further analysis. 

Figure 22: Scaling selection in the Meteo Analyser Tool. 
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The next section is to set up site data objects in WindPRO. The first site data is for generating 

the wind statistics (STATGEN). After the creation, the STATGEN module is run from the calculation 

panel. The scaled meteo object is selected and used to create the wind statistics for the site. After 

saving the data, a WAsP site data is created for using in WAsP calculations. In the wind statistics tab, 

the user-created wind statistics are selected, and the site data is created. Finally, the ‘Model: WAsP 

INTERFACE’ is run for calculating the wind speed and AEP at one position in the site. The results of 

the downscaled NEWA data are recorded and compared with the GWA.  

 

 3.3.5 Long Term Corrected NEWA Data 

 

The MIUU data for the SWA constitutes only mesoscale modelling. So, there is no need for 

downscaling in this regard. However, the MIUU data gives averaged output values from 30 years of 

data. This is in an enormous contrast with the NEWA which has accessible data for 10 years and the 

mesoscale modelling is WRF. Therefore, an attempt to see if long term corrected NEWA data will 

correlate with the MIUU data is considered for this section. The Long-Term Correction (LTC) will be 

carried out in WindPRO using the Measure Correlate Predict (MCP) process. The short-term data 

used will be the same 10-year time-series data from NEWA and the long-term data considered is the 

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data which is the foundation of MIUU. The LTC methodology is depicted in 

Figure 23. 

Figure 23: NEWA Data LTC process via WindPRO 
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For this procedure, site location is provided to WindPRO and terrain is created. Similar to the 

previous section, the same data types are added for height contours and roughness lines. The short 

term meteo object creation is also similar to the previous section where time-series data is added and 

processed in WindPRO. The shear values are calculated by the matrix method for the extrapolation of 

variables.  

For the long-term data, another meteo object is created and the data is parsed online. EMD 

offers numerous mesoscale datasets as well as global assimilation datasets for the integration of long-

term data (Figure 24). The NCAR basic data type is selected, and the coverage is checked to 

determine the nearest point where data is available. After that, the time period range is specified by 

the user and WindPRO downloads and processes the data successfully. 

 

After setting up both short term and long term meteo objects, the LTC process is initiated via 

MCP 2005 module in WindPRO. Short term data spanning 10 years is considered as local 

measurements and data spanning 30 years is taken as long-term reference. The values are fed in 

accordingly for the measure and correlate tabs. A linear regression model is used for the prediction 

section with the ‘Advanced Gaussian’ residual model for residual sampling. This generally enhances 

the LTC process and can reduce the bias introduced into the system.  

Finally, the MCP calculation is carried out and the result is saved as a meteo file for further 

analysis and calculation. The time series graph of short- and long-term data is shown in Figure 25 and 

MCP output is shown in Figure 26. The MCP meteo file is then fed with shear values and the 

calculation module ‘METEO’ is run. 

Figure 24: NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data coverage and other online datasets in WindPRO.  
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The MCP meteo object is selected as the basis for the METEO calculation and turbine data is added. 

The values are recorded for each height and the AEP is calculated for the one single turbine at hub 

height. 

 

 

Figure 26: Long-term corrected wind data. 

All the values are analysed and recorded in spreadsheet format. Data is analysed from NEWA, GWA, 

SWA, downscaled NEWA and long term corrected NEWA section. Graphs are plotted and further 

insights are derived from the post-process analysis of all the available wind data. 

 

 

Figure 25: Local and long-term data considered in an MCP process. 
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3.3.6 Preparation of Measurement Data 

The wind atlas data are validated with the old measurement data obtained from the site 8 which is 

now considered to be repowered. The met mast data is filtered and cleaned with the help of 

WindPRO. The time series data is imported to WindPRO as .csv files and loaded. The values that are 

out of range are disregarded and duplicate values are deleted. The following diagram Figure 27 shows 

the methodology. 

 Additionally, the meteo analyser tool is also used for editing and better representation of the 

met mast data. The graphic section in the meteo analyser can be used to compare time series with 

other meteo objects (Figure 28). There is also a provision to substitute and fill the missing data with 

the substitute section. There are missing data in the time series from 24 November to 22 December of 

Figure 28: Time series comparison using graphics tab on meteo analyser 

Figure 27:Measurement data integration via WindPRO 
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2010. However, instead of substitution feature, long term correction is used to fill and extend the data  

for a span of 10 years (Figure 29). The filtration of data leans on to LTC and the missing data is filled 

without using the substitution method in WindPRO. 

 

The long-term correction is used via the MCP 2005 module with met mast data as short term 

and 10 years of mesoscale data as long-term data. The correlation coefficient of the LTC process is 

found to be 0.96 which is a decent value. The mean wind speeds at different heights are calculated 

using the ‘METEO’ module and the mean wind speed and direction of the long term corrected met 

mast data is recorded. 

 

Figure 29: Time series data of actual met mast data (blue) with missing section, filled data with 

substitute module (pink), and LTC data (red)  
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS  

The analysis and results of this comparative study are largely dependent on the variables used. 

Primarily, the most important and readily available variable to analyse is wind speed. The wind 

direction, capacity factor, AEP etc are supplemented along with the pictorial representation of the 

wind rose and Weibull curve. The NEWA correction and validation of the results with the 

measurement data is carried out with the help of statistical and graphical assessment. 

 

4.1 Simple Analysis 

 

The simple comparative study includes the wind speed values from NEWA, GWA and SWA and the 

wind direction values from NEWA and GWA for 14 different sites in Sweden. It is to be noted that all 

three wind atlases do not provide wind speed data for all the heights. The comparison values for the 

three atlases for heights from 50 to 200 are given in Table 8.  

 

Table 8: Simple comparison for average wind speed (m/s) for site 1 

Height NEWA GWA SWA 

50 5.23 4.98   

80 6.02   6.4 

90 6.24   6.7 

100 6.46 6.37 6.9 

110 6.62   7.1 

115 6.71     

120 6.79   7.3 

130 6.95   7.5 

140 7.12   7.7 

150 7.28 7.61   

165 7.46     

200 7.89 8.5   

  

The blank spaces in the table indicate that there are no values corresponding to the specific height for 

the wind atlas. 

Additional to the wind speed, the wind direction for NEWA and GWA along with the wind 

rose and Weibull representation is also considered for the simple comparison. The wind direction and 

the frequency percentage of the wind direction values are given in  Table 9. 
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Table 9: Simple comparison for wind direction for site 1 

 
NEWA GWA 

Height NEWA Direction 

(degrees) 

Frequency 

(%) 

GWA Direction 

(degrees) 

Frequency (%) 

50 240 18.02 240 17 

75 240 17.99     

100 240 17.91 270 17 

115 240 18.2     

150 240 17.64 240 17 

165 240 17.99     

200 240 17.54 270 17 

250 240 17.44     

  

The wind rose of site 1 for 100 m height processed from NEWA and GWA respectively is 

given below in Figure 30 and Figure 31.  

Figure 30: Wind rose for site 1 at 100 m height processed from NEWA  
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From the two wind rose diagram, it can be seen that the predominant direction slightly differs 

approximately 15°.  

A similar analysis is conducted for all the sites and tabulated accordingly.  

Figure 31: Wind rose for site 1 at 100 m height processed from GWA 
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Figure 32: Wind frequency rose for sites 2 and 5 from NEWA and GWA 
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The Weibull curve is available only from the NEWA data and it is given in Figure 33.The 

Figure 33: Weibull curve for site 1 at 100 m height processed from NEWA 
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Figure 34:Comparison of wind speed deviation for site 1 
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wind speed values that are recorded for the three wind atlases are compared and difference is 

calculated All the differences are averaged and recorded in a tabulated form. Finally, the data is 

plotted as a bar diagram. As for the comparison of wind speed deviations, as shown in Figure 34, site 

1 portrays lower deviation for GWA and NEWA and high deviation for MIUU and GWA. This could 

mean that the NEWA and GWA data align more in terms of wind speed for site 1. However, this 

understanding could not be generalized as the data from other sites shows a different pattern. From 

Figure 35, it is evident that the deviation changes per site. So, by taking an average of 14 sites, a 

general trend about deviation is considered. Wind speed deviations of 14 sites are plotted and the 

standard deviation is calculated. 

 

Table 10: Standard deviation values of simple comparison 

 
GWA-NEWA MIUU-NEWA MIUU-GWA 

Standard 

Deviation 

(m/s) 0.167442824 0.218708449 0.25756503 

  

From Table 10, the standard deviation of GWA-NEWA is the lowest with 0.167. The standard 

deviation is the measure of degree of spread or dispersion of a set of values. Low spread means high 
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degree of agreement. That means that the GWA and NEWA data do align more when compared to 

other wind atlas combinations. 

 Roughness lengths are accessed both from NEWA as well as GWA. SWA does not provide 

roughness length data. The roughness lengths are accessed via the same python script. Initial analysis 

from both the wind atlas denotes a stark contrast between the two resultant data. 

Table 11: Terrain comparison  

Site no Roughness Length 

NEWA (m) 

Roughness Length 

GWA (m) 

Elevation (m) 

1 0.89 1.5 160.17 

2 0.89 1.5 266.73 

3 0.89 1.5 123.98 

4 0.89 1.5 137.98 

5 0.89 1.5 153.8 

6 0.9 1.5 183.9 

7 0.89 1.5 550.51 

8 0.89 0.1 145.33 

9 0.89 1.5 165.66 

10 0.89 1.5 125.91 

11 0.89 1.5 127.02 

12 0.9 1.5 194.18 

13 0.89 0.2 277.09 

14 0.89 1.5 189.3 

  

 The NEWA seriously underperforms when it comes to accurate roughness length. It could be 

argued that as NEWA does not constitute a microscale model, the micro terrain effects are left 

disregarded. For GWA, the downscaled and generalized micro scale model pushes the value to a more 

accurate position.  

For the AEP and CF comparison, the values are calculated and compared for 14 sites. The 

calculations are conducted for the hub height of 165 m and is tabulated in the Table 12.  

Table 12:AEP and CF comparison 

 
NEWA GWA 

Site no: CF AEP (kWh) CF AEP (kWh) 

1 0.485 26367252.15 0.47 25897144 

2 0.511 27977129.58 0.52 28556958 

3 0.511 27977129.58 0.52 28556958 
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4 0.523 28407359.7 0.504 27396056 

5 0.503 27362534.04 0.489 26591722 

6 0.416 22609157.77 0.47 25584674 

7 0.485 26366570.99 0.46 25185430 

8 0.512 27809380.02 0.48 26422822 

9 0.502 27275293.54 0.5 27205176 

10 0.479 26035385.4 0.506 27547322 

11 0.511 27759595.42 0.506 27229222 

12 0.47 25865607.04 0.506 27229222 

13 0.46 25001525.37 0.496 27028780 

 

From the comparative analysis, it is evident that NEWA and GWA agrees in CF and AEP 

values to an extent. The values derived from NEWA consists of more resolution. The difference 

between the CF and AEP from NEWA and GWA is given below in Table 13. 

 

Table 13: Difference of values from NEWA and GWA 

Site no: CF (%) AEP (MWh) 

1 1.5 470.10815 

2 0.9 579.82842 

3 0.9 579.82842 

4 1.9 1011.3037 

5 1.4 770.81204 

6 5.4 2975.516231 

7 2.5 1181.14099 

8 3.2 1386.55802 

9 0.2 70.11754 

10 2.7 1511.9366 

11 0.5 530.373418 

12 3.6 1363.61496 

13 3.6 2027.254629 

 

From the table, it is evident that NEWA and GWA gives similar AEP and CF values. There 

are sites which showcase a difference of only 0.2 % in CF and 70 MWh in AEP. The site 9 has 

relatively simple terrain when compared to other sites. This shows that both NEWA and GWA 

represent the wind conditions relatively well for a simple site. However, it is also possible that both 
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NEWA and GWA under- or overestimate the accurate conditions. As the terrain goes complex, more 

variations are introduced in the values. 

4.2 NEWA vs Corrected NEWA 

 

For better comparison and analysis, the NEWA data has been modified into two: Downscaled NEWA 

and Long term corrected NEWA. The downscaled NEWA is compared with the GWA and long term 

corrected NEWA is compared with MIUU data for SWA. 

The downscaling is carried out with the help of WAsP and the effects of micro terrain are 

Figure 36:Sector wise impact of hills in site 1 

Figure 37: Wind frequency rose of NEWA (top left), GWA (top right), downscaled 

NEWA (bottom left), LTC NEWA (bottom right) 
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considered in this case. The impact of hills and obstacles vs sector in site 1 calculated during the 

downscaling process is given below in Figure 36. 

Other results extracted from the downscaled data comprises of Weibull curve and wind rose. They are 

calculated via WindPRO and is used to compare with Weibull and wind rose of directly downloaded 

NEWA and long term corrected NEWA.  

 

For long term correction, the long-term data is accessed via the EMD servers to download the 

reanalysis data. Here, similar to downscaled NEWA data, long term corrected wind rose and Weibull 

is plotted. The variation in the wind rose and Weibull is visible in Figure 37 and Figure 38 where the 

downscaled data connect to NEWA data (both almost 230°) and LTC data connect to GWA data (both 

almost 270°).  

Figure 38:Weibull curve of NEWA (top) downscaled (bottom left) and long term corrected (bottom 

right) NEWA data 
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As for wind speed comparison, the following table shows the WS values obtained from 

downscaled and long term corrected NEWA data for site 7.  

Table 14:Wind speed data for corrected NEWA for site 7 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Table 14, the long term corrected NEWA values almost align with the originally 

accessed NEWA data. If a wind profile graph is plotted with these values, those two values will be 

Height 

(m) 

NEWA (m/s) Downscaled NEWA 

(m/s) 

Long Term Corrected 

NEWA (m/s) 

50 5.55 6.1 5.5 

80 6.29 6.7 6.2 

90 6.48 6.8 6.4 

100 6.67 6.9 6.6 

110 6.81 7.1 6.8 

115 6.88 7.2 6.8 

120 6.95 7.2 6.9 

130 7.09 7.4 7.1 

140 7.23 7.5 7.2 

150 7.37 7.6 7.3 

165 7.52 7.7 7.5 

200 7.87 8 7.9 
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NEWA WIND VARIATION- SITE 10

NEWA Downscaled NEWA Long Term Corrected NEWA

Figure 39: Vertical wind profile for NEWA and corrected NEWA data for site 10. WS (m/s on) x 

axis and height (m) on y axis 
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overlapped for the most part. But this is not general for every site. For example, the wind profile 

graph plotted for site 10 is given in Figure 39. As portrayed by the graph, the long term corrected 

NEWA data aligns with the downscaled data at the start. As the height increases, the long term 

corrected data sides with original NEWA data. Considering all the 14 sites, the general trend shows 

original NEWA data and long term corrected data following a similar path. 

 

4.3 Wind Atlases vs corrected data 

 

In this section, the GWA is compared with downscaled NEWA data and SWA is compared with long 

term corrected NEWA data. The values are processed, analysed, and plotted as scatter plot with lines 

and markers. The sites shown below are selected randomly. 
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Figure 40: Vertical wind profiles of wind atlas data and corrected NEWA data for multiple sites 
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From Figure 40 and insights from other sites (enclosed in APPENDIX B.), the results denote 

a general trend where GWA and downscaled NEWA shows somewhat similar agreement whereas 

MIUU and long term corrected data does not show much tendency to progress in a similar path. It 

cans be also seen that the major differences are close to low and high wind speeds. Near to 100 m 

height, the atlases show a good agreement. Additionally, MIUU data changes considerably when 

moving from site to site. This also accounts for a high deviation in the overall result. 

 

4.4 Deviation Analysis 

In this subsection, the deviation is considered for wind atlases and is analysed with the corrected data. 

The average is calculated for all the atlases and deviation is calculated by collaborating it with 

Figure 41: Bar diagram depicting the WS (in m/s) deviation for multiple sites 
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corresponding corrected data; GWA with downscaled data and MIUU with long term data (Figure 

41). Additionally, traditional comparison deviation (GWA-NEWA, MIUU-NEWA, MIUU-GWA) is 

also included to acquire more perceptions from the analysis. The rest of the bar diagram is enclosed in 

APPENDIX C. Furthermore, the standard deviation is calculated across the data in 14 sites. 

 

Table 15: Standard deviation values of the final comparison 

 
GWA- Downscaled NEWA MIUU- LTC NEWA MIUU-GWA 

Standard 

Deviation 

(m/s) 

0.1217606 0.203913632 0.257565 

 

 

Table 15, the standard deviation of GWA- downscaled NEWA is lowest with 0.121 which is 

even lower than the simple comparison conducted in Table 10. That means that the GWA and 

downscaled NEWA data do align more when compared to other wind atlas combinations. 

 

4.5 Validation with the measured data 

 

This section covers the final analysis of the results. The validation is done with the values obtained 

from the measurement data from site 8 that is considered for repowering. The measured average wind 

speed values are compared with the direct values from wind atlases and the wind profile is calculated 

Figure 42: Wind profile of site 8 including met mast data 
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and plotted as a graph in Figure 42. The heights of measured wind speed are extrapolated via 

WindPRO before comparing with the wind atlas data. 

Similarly, the measured average wind speed values are also compared with the modelled and 

simulated data to gain insights on the nature of the relationship between corrected and observed 

records. The graph is given in Figure 43. 

   From both comparisons, it is clear that the measurement data side less with the MIUU data for 

SWA. From Figure 42, the measurement data follows a similar path with both NEWA and GWA, 

closely following the GWA values. As the height increases, the met mast data follows the NEWA trail 

more closely.  

Comparing the wind profile with the corrected data in Figure 43, the measurement data sides 

with LTC NEWA data even though the LTC data does not employ downscaling or account for micro 

terrain effects. The downscaled NEWA data when compared to LTC NEWA data depicts more 

variation with met mast data. 

  Averaging the individual deviation of measured data with all the considered wind atlas data 

finally provides the combination with most deviation and the wind atlas which mostly aligns with the 

actual measured data. The deviation bar diagram is given in Figure 44. 
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Figure 43: Wind profile for corrected wind atlas data with measured data  
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 From the deviation graph, it is clear that the NEWA displays the least deviation (0.13) with 

the measured data at site 8 and the MIUU for SWA exhibit the largest deviation (0.76) with the met 

mast data. It is to be noted that the measurement data was from 2010-2011 and the MIUU data 

considered was also from 2011.  

When modifying the NEWA data the deviation decreases further as it undergoes long term 

correction (0.10) whereas the deviation increases as downscaling are carried out to the NEWA data 

(0.34).  From all the observations and analyses, it is safe to say that NEWA data shows more 

association to the measured data. 

Considering the production analyses, the AEP and CF for site 8 are calculated and compared 

which is shown in Table 16. 

 

Table 16: Comparison of production values for site 8 

  CF (%) AEP (MWh) 

Met Mast 47 26443 

NEWA 51.2 27809 

GWA 48 26422 

 

 Observations from the table show that the capacity factor and annual energy production of measured 

data align more closely with the GWA value than the NEWA value which is the opposite of what was 

generally anticipated. This is because although both align more when it comes to wind speed at a 
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specific height, it is the wind speed distribution that represent the climatology of a given site. In order 

to gain more insights, comparison of wind speed distribution among NEWA and GWA is necessary.  

 

CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

 

For insights regarding initial wind resource and wind prospecting, developers and researchers turn to 

interactive databases like wind atlases because of its way of representation of essential data. The time 

and funding at this stage are relatively limited. So, developers must turn to cheap and fast databases in 

order to move further with the project. Active research in this field is transpiring to improve the 

prospecting process.  

 Considering the 14 onshore projects in the greenfield phase, the simple analysis and results 

reveal that the comparative study could not be conducted in a straightforward manner. Data is 

fragmented and decentralized, and a large degree of assumptions were considered. So, the study is 

divided into simple and corrected comparative analyses.  

 Primarily, the results of the simple comparative analysis indicate that the sites showcase 

intermediate wind speeds, and the dominant wind direction is largely from the southwest. This is 

because most of the 14 sites are clustered near the west coast of Sweden and the predominant wind 

currents are incident from the offshore region. There were slight variations in wind direction 

pertaining to GWA and NEWA and usually, NEWA gave more comprehensive and homogeneous 

values when compared to GWA. The averaged wind speed deviations resulted in a lower spread for 

the NEWA-GWA relationship. Although one follows mesoscale and the other also accommodates 

microscale modelling, the reason for the lower spread could be the agreement in the reanalysis data. 

As ERA5 reanalysis data acts as a base for the model, the degree of congruity is always higher. 

 Subsequently, the modification or correction analyses entailed to be providing more insights 

than anticipated. The wind direction, Weibull curve, and other variables behaved somewhat similar to 

the atlases they were supposed to compare from, but wind speed analyses gave a huge difference from 

the expected trend. Considering orographic resolutions and micro terrain variations, it was anticipated 

that the downscaled NEWA data could correlate well with actual NEWA data. Contrary to the 

expectation, LTC NEWA data was more in line with the NEWA values. The reason for this is the 

overestimation of WS values introduced during the downscaling process. The unnecessary 

overestimation might be due to the lack of the generalization process post downscaling. The micro- 

terrain speed ups adding to the high mesoscale values could add up twice and that could lead to a 

potential overestimation. As for the LTC NEWA, closer values to the actual NEWA are interesting 

because the NEWA data uses ERA5 reanalysis and LTC utilized NCEP/NCAR reanalysis. At lower 

heights, the deviation is higher but as height increases, the deviation becomes smaller, and both align 
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better. This might be due to the fact that ERA5 and NCEP/NCAR values mutually agree more and 

showcases similar values at higher heights. 

 For comparison of corrected data with original wind atlas values, the results section underlies 

the discrepancy of MIUU data with the LTC NEWA values. They both are not at all similar and 

shows different rates of variations altogether. This could be explained by pointing out the difference 

in mesoscale methods. Statistical sampling has an entirely different methodology so comparing it with 

a long term corrected time series model like LTC NEWA will definitely give undesired values. So 

overall, it is underlaid that comparative analysis of MIUU methodology with NEWA or GWA does 

not provide substantial insights.  

 As for the deviation analysis, the results highlight the harmony of NEWA and GWA 

frameworks. This is straightforward as both atlases utilize the same reanalysis foundation, both go 

through the same mesoscale modelling, and both undergo generalization procedure as well. The slight 

difference that arises in some cases might be due to the different versions in the WRF mesoscale 

modelling. Here, the NEWA has the latest version of WRF. So, it can be debated that it is more 

realistic and NEWA could align with actual wind resource data at a given coordinate. This is 

discussed more in the later section. 

 According to the Swedish Energy Association, NEWA is currently not used for national wind 

resource mapping. The main reason is that the MIUU model realistically accounts for the forest 

conditions (which covers a huge part in Sweden) in the statistical modelling simulations. However, 

more variables are required apart from wind speed to successfully capture the final outcome of the 

SWA. For this comparative study, only limited variable was available, so it is not sufficient to weigh 

in the insights provided by the SWA for national wind resource mapping. 

 

The following section scrutinizes the research outcomes one by one: 

 

• Are the publicly available wind atlas data enough for the initial wind prospecting and siting of 

wind power projects in the greenfield phase? 

The publicly available wind atlas data is enough to some extent for the initial siting and 

prospecting of the wind resource. These wind atlases are based on carefully processed data 

that are validated and uncertainties are analysed (Mortensen et al., 2017). Apart from that, 

several analyses conducted like downscaling and long-term correction further cements the 

idea that wind atlases could be used for effective project preparation and measurement 

campaign design. This also comes in line with the argument of Mortensen et al. (2017). 

However, measurement campaign must be conducted after the initial phase of WRA for 

effective wind power development. 
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• What are the different implications of wind atlases for estimating wind resource in a forested 

area? 

Most of the sites considered for this thesis are heavily forested ones. A displacement height of 

15 m is considered and conducted for all the analyses. The analysis of terrain from the wind 

atlas showed that NEWA gave limited output when it came to variables such as roughness 

length and elevation. Being a mesoscale model output, NEWA does not account for micro-

terrain effects, hills, and obstacles. The GWA, however, brings all of these to the table and 

accounts for the forest effects successfully. This is evident when correcting the NEWA values 

at WindPRO. The output values that incorporated the forest constraints aligned more with the 

GWA data. As for SWA, no data is available in regard to forest effects. Also, it is to be noted 

that for roughness length analysis, only one validation could be done with the available data. 

Even if it is not representative as much as having multiple validation, it sheds some light into 

the investigation, and this can be further conducted with more validation and insights in the 

future. 

 

• Which wind atlas aligns the most with the actual measurement data? 

From the three wind atlases, NEWA and GWA showed consistency and similarity with the 

measured wind data. On the other hand, SWA had the most deviation and did not reveal any 

alignment with the measured data. This is considered to be due to the influence of the 

reanalysis data. Another reason could be the statistical mesoscale model framework that is 

different from time series modelling. It is to be noted that the measured data is also in the 

form of time series. Comparing NEWA and GWA, a slight upper hand goes to NEWA mainly 

because of the recent and more accurate WRF model version. Another reason might be the 

overestimation of values because of WAsP in GWA. So, all in all, keeping the uncertainties 

and assumptions in mind, it can be argued that NEWA aligns the most with actual 

measurement data.   

 

 The Uncertainties related to the comparative study includes different layers and comes into 

play from the start of the analysis to the end. First of all, the lack of information about uncertainties in 

the reanalysis data are very apparent (Hallgren et al., 2020). As the wind atlases are based on this 

long-term data that undergoes continuous change, uncertainties may arise dynamically. Uncertainties 

in models like WRF and software applications like WAsP could overestimate the values in a broad 

sense. Additionally, uncertainties could be introduced in data availability, forest models and 

calculations in WindPRO are also possible. Uncertainties could also be introduced from shear value 

integration in the software. From the results, it was argued that the downscaling process also 

overestimated some outputs. So, the correction methods like downscaling and LTC are also sources of 

uncertainties.  
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

The intention of this study was to compare, process and interpret different wind atlases in determining 

the effectiveness of preliminary wind resource analyses for optimal power production. Three different 

distinct and state of the art wind databases in the form of atlases were analysed and compared.  

6.1 Conclusions 

The conclusions are drawn by answering the three research questions. Several assumptions and 

uncertainties are considered throughout this study. 

The publicly available wind atlas data enough for the wind prospecting and siting of 

greenfield projects provided that the uncertainties are accounted for. For the projects past the 

greenfield phase, measurement campaigns are necessary. Wind atlas data can be served as an input 

data for modelling and calculations.  

 For estimating wind resource of a forested site, NEWA doesn’t account for micro terrain 

effects, and SWA does not provide the roughness or other forest data to the public. In this specific 

case, the GWA is more reliable and accounts for vegetation and micro terrain effects. 

 The wind atlas that aligns the most with actual measurement is the New European Wind 

Atlas.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

6.2 Limitations 

The results of the study indicated that NEWA and GWA gave necessary insights and represented the 

wind conditions of 14 sites adequately. The Swedish wind atlas only provided limited data, so results 

were also constrained. Furthermore, the wind atlas data were corrected using methodologies like 

downscaling and long-term correction to extract more information and to analyse the wind atlas data 

with a different perspective. These results showed that the corrections introduced to better compare 

wind atlases were useful. The wind direction, Weibull curve, and other variables from the corrected 

results correlated to the atlases they were supposed to compare from, but wind speed analyses gave 

more deviation.  

From the deviation analysis, the results indicate that NEWA and GWA agree to a large extent. 

However, the validation of all the wind atlases with measurement data depicted that NEWA aligns 

mostly to the measured data. For CF and AEP, the GWA values were slightly more aligned with 

measured data. These outcomes could be substantial in determining the preliminary wind resource 

assessment insights for a site. However, more validation is recommended to further solidify this view. 

 

6.3 Future Works  
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 The wind atlases are constantly updated and corrected with new algorithms and data 

processes. The NEWA is yet to publish their microscale data to download and GWA is adding more 

and more features to their database. For SWA, as more variables and datasets are available to the 

public, the actual forest conditions could be analysed for the sites in the future. So, further studies 

incorporating different wind atlases could be potential for future research.  

Additional validation, incorporation of turbulence values and layers along with other 

atmospheric factors could bring in more data to analyse that will bring in reliable and realistic insights 

to the wind atlas analyses.   
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APPENDIX A.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 45: Power Curve of SG 170 6.2 MW  
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APPENDIX B.  
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Figure 46:Wind Profile of sites 2-14 
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APPENDIX C. 
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Figure 47: WS deviation analysis for rest of the sites 
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APPENDIX D. 

 

Python code for accessing NEWA. 

 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- import modules 

 

import netCDF4 

import numpy as np 

#import matplotlib.dates as dn 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import datetime 

#import time 

import os 

import glob 

import pandas as pd 

from windrose import WindroseAxes 

from windrose import WindAxes 

from scipy import stats 

#from scipy.interpolate import interp1d 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- user input 

 

#site name 

siteName="Tobaksberget_10_years" 

 

#grid point location (from NEWA web site) 

lat_grid=str(908) #south-north 

lon_grid=str(705) #west-east                                                                                                              

 

#heights to interpolate and save values 

heights=np.array([10,50,75,80,90,100,110,115,120,130,140,150,165,200,250]) 

 

#start date (min 2009) 

y_start=2009 #year 

m_start=1 #month 

d_start=1 #day 

 

#end date (max 2018) 

y_end=2018 #year 

m_end=12 #month 

d_end=31 #the last day is not included 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- download raw  data 

 

folder = './data_'+siteName 

 

try: 

    os.mkdir(folder) 

except OSError: 

    print ("The folder for the site is already created %s" % folder) 

else: 
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    print ("Successfully created the directory %s " % folder) 

     

os.chdir(folder) 

 

# download data 

start = datetime.datetime(y_start, m_start,d_start)  

end = datetime.datetime(y_end, m_end,d_end) 

dates = [start + datetime.timedelta(days=x) for x in range(0, (end-

start).days)] 

 

 

if os.path.isfile('wind_data'+dates[0].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+dates[-

1].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+siteName+'.dat'): 

    os.remove('wind_data'+dates[0].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+dates[-

1].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+siteName+'.dat') 

else: 

    pass 

 

print("obtaining the files from NEWA server...") 

 

for date in dates: 

    if os.path.isfile(date.strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_Point_'+siteName+'.nc'): 

        print("already downloaded: "+date.strftime("%Y-%m-%d")) 

    else: 

        print("downloading: "+date.strftime("%Y-%m-%d")) 

        wgetCmd = 'wget -O '+date.strftime("%Y-%m-

%d")+'_Point_'+siteName+'.nc 

http://opendap.neweuropeanwindatlas.eu:80/opendap/newa/NEWA_MESOSCALE_ATLAS

/'+date.strftime("%Y")+'/NEWA-'+date.strftime("%Y-%m-

%d")+'.nc.nc?WS[0:1:47][0:5]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+

lon_grid+'],WD[0:1:47][0:5]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+l

on_grid+'],TKE[0:1:47][0:5]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+l

on_grid+'],T[0:1:47][0:5]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+lon

_grid+'],PSFC[0:1:47]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+lon_gri

d+'],T2[0:1:47]['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+lon_grid+'],t

ime[0:1:47],height[0:5],west_east['+lon_grid+':1:'+lon_grid+'],south_north[

'+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+'],XLON['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+'

:1:'+lon_grid+'],XLAT['+lat_grid+':1:'+lat_grid+']['+lon_grid+':1:'+lon_gri

d+'],Times[0:1:47],crs' 

        os.system(wgetCmd) 

 

print("---Files downloaded---") 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- save data 

 

with open('wind_data'+dates[0].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+dates[-

1].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+siteName+'.dat', 'a') as f: 

 

    f.write('# wind speed (WS) [m/s], wind direction (WD) [deg], turbulent 

kinetic energy (TKE) [m^(2) s^(-2)],  temperature (T) [K], surface 

temperature at 2m (TSFC) [K], surface pressure at 2m (PSFC) [Pa] \n') 

 

    f.write('#YYYY-MM-DD HH:mm \t') 

    for j in range(heights.size): 

        f.write('WS'+str(heights[j])+'\t') 

    for j in range(heights.size): 

        f.write('WD'+str(heights[j])+'\t') 

    for j in range(heights.size): 

        f.write('TKE'+str(heights[j])+'\t') 
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    for j in range(heights.size): 

        f.write('T'+str(heights[j])+'\t') 

 

    f.write('TSFC'+str(heights[j])+'\n') 

    f.write('PSFC'+str(heights[j])+'\n') 

 

p_WS=[]     

p_WD=[]   

timeList=[]  

for i in range(len(heights)): 

    p_WS.append([]) 

    p_WD.append([]) 

 

 

# load downloaded data and format 

files = glob.glob('*Point_'+siteName+'.nc') 

files.sort() 

for file in files: 

    ds = netCDF4.Dataset(file) 

    #get variables 

    z=ds.variables['height'][:].compressed() 

    wsRaw=ds.variables['WS'] 

    wdRaw=ds.variables['WD'] 

    tkeRaw=ds.variables['TKE'] 

    tempRaw=ds.variables['T'] 

    tsfcRaw=ds.variables['T2'] 

    psfcRaw=ds.variables['PSFC'] 

    #get time and preformat 

    timeRaw=ds.variables['time'] 

    minute=timeRaw[:].compressed() 

    startdate = datetime.datetime(1900,1,1,0,0,0) 

     

 

 

    for i in range(24*2): 

        if len(z)==len(wdRaw[i,:].compressed()): #new line to avoid empty 

values and error 

            timeStamp = startdate+datetime.timedelta(minutes=minute[i]) 

            ws=np.array([np.interp(heights,z,wsRaw[i,:].compressed())]) 

            wd=np.array([np.interp(heights,z,wdRaw[i,:].compressed())]) 

            tke=np.array([np.interp(heights,z,tkeRaw[i,:].compressed())]) 

            temp=np.array([np.interp(heights,z,tempRaw[i,:].compressed())]) 

            tsfc=np.array([tsfcRaw[:,:].compressed()]) 

            psfc=np.array([psfcRaw[:,:].compressed()]) 

             

            timeList.append(pd.to_datetime(timeStamp.strftime("%Y-%m-%d 

%H:%M"), format='%Y-%m-%d %H:%M')) 

             

            #save the time serie of the point  

            for h in range(len(heights)): 

                p_WS[h].append(ws[0][h]) 

                p_WD[h].append(wd[0][h]) 

          

             

             

            with open('wind_data'+dates[0].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+dates[-

1].strftime("%Y-%m-%d")+'_'+siteName+'.dat', 'a') as f: 

                f.write(timeStamp.strftime("%Y-%m-%d %H:%M")+'\t') 

                for j in range(heights.size): 

                    f.write(str(ws[0,j])+'\t') 

                for j in range(heights.size): 
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                    f.write(str(wd[0,j])+'\t') 

                for j in range(heights.size): 

                    f.write(str(tke[0,j])+'\t') 

                for j in range(heights.size): 

                    f.write(str(temp[0,j])+'\t') 

                f.write(str(tsfc[0,j])+'\t') 

                f.write(str(psfc[0,j])+'\n') 

    #            np.savetxt(f,wd,delimiter='\t') 

             

#    f.write(wd'\n') 

 

vars = ds.variables.keys() 

# 

#print(vars) 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- analyze data 

 

#--- save data in file 

outputfile=siteName+".dat" 

f=open(outputfile,'w') 

   

print("first time: "+str(timeList[0])) 

f.write("first time: "+str(timeList[0])+"\n") 

print("last time: "+str(timeList[-1])) 

f.write("last time: "+str(timeList[-1])+"\n") 

print("Number of time steps: "+str(len(timeList))) 

f.write("Number of time steps: "+str(len(timeList))+"\n") 

print("time step: "+str(timeList[1]-timeList[0])) 

f.write("time step: "+str(timeList[1]-timeList[0])+"\n") 

 

posList=[] 

for h in range(len(heights)): 

    WD_numRep=[] 

    WD_frec=[] 

    for i in range(12): 

        WD_numRep.append(0) 

     

    for i in range(len(p_WD[h])): 

        if np.isnan(p_WD[h][i]): 

            pass 

        else: 

            pos=int(round(p_WD[h][i]/30.0,0)) 

            posList.append(pos) 

            if pos > 11: 

                pos = 0 

            WD_numRep[pos]=WD_numRep[pos]+1 

     

    for i in range(12): 

        WD_frec.append(WD_numRep[i]/sum(WD_numRep)) 

     

    posMoreFrec=0 

    MaxFrec=0 

    for i in range(len(WD_frec)): 

        if WD_frec[i]>MaxFrec: 

            MaxFrec=WD_frec[i] 

            posMoreFrec=i 

         

    print("height: "+str(heights[h])+",more frecuently direction: 

"+str(posMoreFrec*30)+", with frecuency: "+str(MaxFrec*100)+"%") 
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    f.write("height: "+str(heights[h])+",more frecuently direction: 

"+str(posMoreFrec*30)+", with frecuency: "+str(MaxFrec*100)+"%"+"\n") 

 

 

for h in range(len(heights)): 

   

    print("average WS at "+str(heights[h])+": "+str(np.mean(p_WS[h]))) 

    f.write("average WS at "+str(heights[h])+": 

"+str(np.mean(p_WS[h]))+"\n") 

 

    plt.figure(2) 

    plt.plot(timeList,p_WS[h],"-",markersize=1,label=str(heights[h])+" m") 

 

    #plot WD 

    plt.figure(3) 

    plt.plot(timeList,p_WD[h],"v",markersize=1,label=str(heights[h])+" m")         

 

 

#save the plots     

plt.figure(2)  

plt.ylabel("$U$ [m/s]") 

plt.xlabel("Date") 

plt.legend(loc="upper right", fontsize=10)  

plt.ylim([0,25]) 

plt.xticks(rotation=45)      

plt.savefig(siteName+"_Dir_time.png", dpi = 300,bbox_inches='tight')  

 

plt.figure(3) 

 

#orientations 

plt.text(timeList[0],0,"North",c="k")  

plt.axhline(y=0,linewidth=0.5, color='k') 

plt.text(timeList[0],90,"East",c="k")  

plt.axhline(y=90,linewidth=0.5, color='k') 

plt.text(timeList[0],180,"South",c="k")  

plt.axhline(y=180,linewidth=0.5, color='k') 

plt.text(timeList[0],270,"West",c="k")  

plt.axhline(y=270,linewidth=0.5, color='k') 

plt.text(timeList[0],360-15,"North",c="k")  

 

plt.ylim([0,360]) 

plt.ylabel("$Dir$ [deg]") 

plt.xlabel("Date") 

plt.legend(loc="lower right", fontsize=10)  

plt.xticks(rotation=45)   

plt.savefig(siteName+"_U_time.png", dpi = 300,bbox_inches='tight')  

 

###########################################################################

### 

#--- # WindRose 

#A quick way to create new windrose axes... 

def new_axes(): 

    fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8, 8), dpi=80, facecolor='w', edgecolor='w') 

    rect = [0.1, 0.1, 0.8, 0.8] 

    ax = WindroseAxes(fig, rect, facecolor='w') 

    fig.add_axes(ax) 

    return ax 

 

 

#...and adjust the legend box 

def set_legend(ax): 
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    l = ax.legend(loc='lower right') 

    plt.setp(l.get_texts(), fontsize=15) 

#plot specifications 

sectors=16 

minU=0 

maxU=27 

stepU=3 

 

for h in range(len(heights)): 

    ws=p_WS[h] 

    wd=p_WD[h] 

     

    plt.figure(4) 

    ax = new_axes() 

    ax.bar(wd, ws,bins=np.arange(minU,maxU, stepU),nsector=sectors, 

normed=True, opening=0.8, edgecolor='white') 

    set_legend(ax) 

    plt.xticks(size = 15) 

    plt.yticks(size = 15) 

    plt.title("Height - "+str(heights[h])+ " m") 

    plt.savefig(siteName+"_"+str(heights[h])+"_windRose.png", dpi = 

300,bbox_inches='tight')  

     

    

###########################################################################

### 

    #--- # Weibull Curve 

     

    plt.figure(5) 

    ax = WindAxes.from_ax() 

    bins = np.arange(0, 26, 1) 

    bins = bins[1:] 

    ax, params = ax.pdf(ws, bins=bins) 

    plt.xlabel("Wind Speed [m/s]") 

    plt.ylabel("Probability Density [u]") 

    plt.title("Height - "+str(heights[h])+ " m") 

    plt.savefig(siteName+"_"+str(heights[h])+"_Weibull_curve.png", dpi = 

300,bbox_inches='tight') 

        

###########################################################################

### 

    #--- # Capacity factor 

     

    

velcurve=[3,3.5,4,4.5,5,5.5,6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11,11.5,12,12.5

,13,13.5,14,14.5,15,15.5,16,16.5,17,17.5,18,18.5,19,19.5,20,20.5,21,21.5,22

,22.5,23,23.5,24,24.5,25] 

    pcurve= 

[89,178,328,522,758,1040,1376,1771,2230,2758,3351,3988,4617,5166,5584,5862,

6028,6117,6161,6183,6192,6197,6199,6199,6200,6200,6200,6200,6200,6200,6200,

6200,6200,6200,6200,6080,5956,5832,5708,5584,5460,5336,5212,5088,4964] 

     

    if(heights[h]==115 or heights[h]==165): 

        sump=0 

         

        for i in range(len(p_WS[h])): 

            pinterpolate= np.interp(p_WS[h][i], velcurve, pcurve) 

            sump=sump+pinterpolate 

             

        CF=sump/(6200*len(p_WS[h])) 

        AEP=CF*6200*(365*24) 
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        print("The capacity factor at height"+ str(heights[h])+ " is " + 

str(CF) ) 

        f.write("The capacity factor at height"+ str(heights[h])+ " is " + 

str(CF) +"\n") 

        print("The AEP at height"+ str(heights[h])+ " is " + str(AEP) ) 

        f.write("The AEP at height"+ str(heights[h])+ " in KWh/yr is " + 

str(AEP) +"\n") 

     

         

         

f.close() 
 

 

Python code for accessing GWA data. 

 

import pylab as plt 

#import sys 

import math 

import csv   

import numpy as np 

from PIL import Image 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#---open files 

 

height=200 

 

#folder name 

folder="Gangene_"+str(height) 

 

#function that opens the file 

def openCSV(directory): 

    table=[] 

    f=open(directory,'r') 

    reader = csv.reader(f) 

    for row in reader: 

        table.append(row) 

    f.close() 

    return(table) 

 

###########################################################################

### 

#---wind frecuency rose for the point 

 

#open csv file 

file="windFrequencyRose" 

directory=folder+"/"+file+".csv" 

table=openCSV(directory) 

 

#save the values 

outputfile=folder+".dat" 

f=open(outputfile,'w') 

 

#for new version of files in GWA 3.1\ 

if table[1][2]=='': 

    table[1][2]=0     
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value=[] 

sector=[] 

center_degrees=[] 

center_rad=[] 

 

for i in range(1,len(table)): 

    value.append(float(table[i][0])) 

    sector.append(float(table[i][1])) 

    center_degrees.append(float(table[i][2])) 

    center_rad.append(float(table[i][2])*(math.pi/180.0)) 

 

#find the most frecuently direction 

maxDir=0 

maxFrec=0 

for i in range(len(center_degrees)): 

    if value[i]>maxFrec: 

        maxFrec=value[i] 

        maxDir=center_degrees[i] 

     

print("more frecuently direction: "+str(maxDir)+", with frecuency: "+ 

      str(100*maxFrec)+" %") 

f.write("more frecuently direction: "+str(maxDir)+", with frecuency: "+ 

      str(100*maxFrec)+" %" +"\n") 

   

#plot wind frecuency rose 

plt.figure(1) 

ax = plt.subplot(111, projection='polar') 

width=(360/12)*(math.pi/180.0)*0.9 

ax.bar(center_rad, value, width=width, bottom=0.0, color="b", alpha=0.5) 

ax.set_rmax(0.2) 

ax.set_theta_zero_location("N") 

ax.set_theta_direction(-1) 

ax.set_rticks([0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2])  # Less radial ticks 

ax.set_rlabel_position(22.5)  # Move radial labels away from plotted line 

ax.grid(True) 

plt.savefig(folder+"/windFrequencyRose.png", dpi = 300,bbox_inches='tight')  

 

###########################################################################

### 

#---average wind velocity for the point 

 

#open csv file 

file="windSpeed" 

directory=folder+"/"+file+".csv" 

table=openCSV(directory) 

 

#save value at 100% consideration of the area 

Uavg=float(table[-1][0]) 

print("average wind velocity in the point: "+str(Uavg)+" m/s") 

f.write("average wind velocity in the point: "+str(Uavg)+" m/s" +"\n") 

###########################################################################

### 

#---Capacity Factor from tiff file 

 

#file name 

""" 

file="CF" 

im = Image.open(folder+"/"+file+".tif") 

imarray = np.array(im) 
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print("average Capacity Factor at hub height: "+str(np.mean(imarray))) 

""" 

from tifffile import imread 

file="CF" 

image=imread(folder+"/"+file+".tif") 

imarray=np.array(image) 

print("average Capacity Factor at only hub height: "+str(np.mean(imarray))) 

f.write("average Capacity Factor at only hub height: 

"+str(np.mean(imarray)) +"\n") 

###########################################################################

### 

#---Annual Energy Proudction from tiff file 

 

#file name 

""" 

file="AEP" 

im = Image.open(folder+"/"+file+".tif") 

imarray = np.array(im) 

 

print("average AEP (W) at only 100 m: "+str(np.mean(imarray))) 

""" 

from tifffile import imread 

file="AEP" 

image=imread(folder+"/"+file+".tif") 

imarray=np.array(image) 

print("average AEP (W) at hub height: "+str(np.mean(imarray))) 

f.write("average AEP (W) at hub height: "+str(np.mean(imarray)) +"\n") 

f.close() 

 

 


